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Shaping Fission Yeast with Microtubules
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For cell morphogenesis, the cell must establish distinct spatial domains at specified locations
at the cell surface. Here, we review the molecular mechanisms of cell polarity in the fission
yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe. These are simple rod-shaped cells that form cortical
domains at cell tips for cell growth and at the cell middle for cytokinesis. In both cases,
microtubule-based systems help to shape the cell by breaking symmetry, providing endogen-
ous spatial cues to position these sites. The plus ends of dynamic microtubules deliver
polarity factors to the cell tips, leading to local activation of the GTPase cdc42p and the
actin assembly machinery. Microtubule bundles contribute to positioning the division
plane through the nucleus and the cytokinesis factor mid1p. Recent advances illustrate
how the spatial and temporal regulation of cell polarization integrates many elements,
including historical landmarks, positive and negative controls, and competition between
pathways.

One of the ultimate goals in cell biology is to
understand how cells are assembled.

As in the development of multicellular organ-
isms, single cells need to form distinct spatial
domains with specific form, structure, and
functions. How do cells organize themselves in
space to form a specific shape and size?

The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe
is an attractive, simple unicellular model organ-
ism for studying cell morphogenesis. These are
nonmotile cells with highly invariant shape
8–14 mm long and 3 mm in diameter. The rela-
tive simplicity of the cells and the powers of
genetic approaches and live cell imaging facili-
tate rigorous and quantitative studies.

Here, we review the current understanding
of spatial regulation in fission yeast. The cell
defines distinct cortical domains at each of the
cell tips, along the sides of cells, and at the cell
division plane. Each cortical domain is charac-
terized by different sets of molecules, which
impart distinct functions. In particular, as it
proceeds through its cell cycle, the cell delin-
eates distinct actin-rich cortical regions at cell
tips for polarized cell growth and at the
middle for cell division. In both cases, a self-
organizing network of microtubules directly
or indirectly contributes to the proper locali-
zation of these markers. In cell polarity, micro-
tubule ends transport polarity factors to the
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plasma membrane, where they function to
recruit protein complexes involved in actin
assembly. In cytokinesis, a medial cortical site
is marked by an interacting system of micro-
tubules, the nucleus, and cell tip factors, and
functions to organize actin filaments into a
cytokinetic ring. This reliance on microtubules
contrasts with polarity mechanisms in budding
yeast in which spatial cues are dependent on
septins and actin, but not microtubules. As
many of these processes involve conserved
proteins, this work in fission yeast contrib-
utes toward understanding the more complex
microtubule-based regulation of cell migration,

cytokinesis, and cell shape regulation in animal
cells. This work in fission yeast thus provides a
paradigm for how a self-organizing system can
shape a cell.

A FISSION YEAST PRIMER

Fission yeast cells grow by tip extension and
then divide medially (Fig. 1). Growth is regu-
lated both temporally and spatially, with
several important cell–cycle-regulated transi-
tions. Each of these transitions in cell polariza-
tion is predicted to be controlled by cell cycle
and polarity regulators (Mitchison and Nurse

NETO
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Figure 1. Cytoskeleton organization during the cell cycle. The cell growth cycle of fission yeast is represented,
with sites of active growth labeled by the red lines and arrows. The microtubules (green), actin cytoskeleton
(dark red), and sterol-rich membrane domains (light blue) are depicted at representative cell cycle stages.
Individual images of these structures are shown at the bottom, where the actin cytoskeleton is stained with
phalloidin, microtubules are shown with GFP-atb2, and sterol-rich domains are labeled with filipin.
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1985). Immediately after division, cells initially
grow from only one end, the “old end” (the end
that was the cell end in the previous cell cycle).
Then, at a certain point in G2 phase, cells begin
growing also from the new end, in a process
termed “new end take off” (NETO). In
mitosis, cells cease growth, and at the end of
mitosis, the growth machinery is directed
toward the division site for septation. On cell
division, growth is once again redirected to
the old cell tip, for “old end take off.” Studies
on these transitions during the cell cycle reveal
how polarization is established, turned off,
or remembered. Thus, in the course of the
normal cell cycle, sites of growth may be
already marked by spatial cues located at sites
where cells have either divided or grown before.

However, fission yeast cells can also establish
the rod shape from seemingly symmetric situ-
ations. For instance, on sporulation, the small
round spore germinates and immediately begins
to grow into a rod shape. Thus, it is clear that in
these spheres, internal cues direct the formation
of the rod shape. Do spores retain a “memory”
of marked polarization sites? More intriguing
perhaps, are cellular components capable of
self organizing a zone of polarization with the
proper dimensions and orientation de novo
from a symmetric situation?

Tip growth in fungal cells is a complex
process involving the cell wall, membranes,
and the cytoskeleton. High turgor pressure
within the cell may be the primary force gen-
erator (Harold 1990; Minc et al. 2009). As
turgor pressure itself exerts an outward force
in all directions, cells must carefully modulate
cell wall elasticity at specific sites, by cell wall
remodeling enzymes, for controlled extension
at the cell tips. Thus, some of the ultimate
downstream events in cell growth in these
fungal cells may be at the level of the cell wall
and turgor pressure.

Actin is organized during interphase into
actin cables and actin patches at growing cell
tips (Fig. 1) (Marks et al. 1986). The actin
patches are sites of endocytosis (Kaksonen
et al. 2003; Huckaba et al. 2004; Gachet and
Hyams 2005). Actin cables are long bundles of
short actin filaments arranged largely in a

parallel configuration (Kamasaki et al. 2005).
These cables act as tracks for guiding myosin
V-based transport of cargoes, such as vesicles
to the growing cell tips (Motegi et al. 2001).
During mitosis, actin is reorganized into a
medial contractile ring structure responsible
for cytokinesis. Although actin filaments are
strictly required for polarized growth, actin is
probably not directly exerting force for
growth. Rather, it may serve several functions
in targeting membrane traffic to the cell tips
and in endocytic recycling of key membrane
components. Key cargoes include membrane
proteins such as the cell wall synthases and
remodeling enzymes (Cortes et al. 2002;
Cortes et al. 2005; Mulvihill et al. 2006).

Microtubules (MTs) are organized in
bundles oriented along the long axis of the
cells during interphase and in bundles com-
prising the mitotic spindle in mitosis (Fig. 1)
(Marks et al. 1986). The interphase bundles
contain MTs overlapping in an antiparallel con-
figuration and attached to the nuclear envelope
at multiple sites near the middle of the cell
(Drummond and Cross 2000; Tran et al.
2001). The plus ends of MTs constantly probe
the cell tips. These MT ends generally grow
toward the cell tips, contact the cell tip for
about 1–2 minutes, and then shrink. These
bundles, which are nucleated from gamma
tubulin particles present on the MTs, “self
organize” through the action of motors and
antiparallel bundlers (Janson et al. 2005;
Carazo-Salas and Nurse 2006; Daga et al.
2006a; Sawin and Tran 2006; Janson et al.
2007; Bratman and Chang 2008). The inter-
action of MTs with the cortex and regulation
of MT catastrophe regulate the orientation of
these MTs (Brunner and Nurse 2000). As
described in the following section, MTs are
not essential for polarized cell growth or
cytokinesis in fission yeast, but regulate polarity
by transporting important regulators to correct
locations in the cell.

Membrane domains may also contribute as
a platform for polarity. Many polarity factors
dock at specific sites on the plasma membrane,
even in the absence of the microtubule or
actin cytoskeleton. Staining with the sterol-dye
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filipin, for instance, reveals large (mm2) mem-
brane domains covering sites of cell growth at
cell tips, and at the cell division site (Fig. 1)
(Wachtler et al. 2003). Although the precise
functions of these membrane domains are not
yet clear, these may regulate the distribution of
membrane proteins and lipids critical for
polarization.

FROM FUNNY-SHAPED CELLS TO GENES

The utility of S. pombe as a genetically tractable
model for morphogenesis was established by
finding mutants with altered morphology.
Wild-type S. pombe cells are very uniform in
their rod shape and size, making it easy to
spot mutants with altered morphology. In
genetic screens for conditional mutants, it
quickly became apparent that large numbers
of genes regulating cell size and shape could
be identified (Verde et al. 1995; Brunner and
Nurse 2000; Snaith and Sawin 2003). This
approach discovered a veritable “zoo” of mor-
phological mutants, ranging from midgets to
monsters (Fig. 2). Initial mutants characterized
were those of elongated morphology, which
were mutants in the cell division cycle
(cdc mutants). Other morphological mutants
include those with a bent phenotype, branching
phenotypes, and rounded or bottle-shaped
phenotypes.

In general, these cell-shape mutants served
as a foundation for subsequent studies on
morphology. Mutated genes have been cloned
and characterized to varying degree. Reverse
genetic approaches have also contributed to
the identification of additional genes. With
the advent of a genome-wide deletion library,
it is likely that almost all of the nonessential

cell morphology genes will be described in the
near future. These different mutant phenotypes
delineate several major processes involved in cell
polarity. Mutants with a rounded phenotype
represent genes with general functions in cell
polarization, including the small GTPases
cdc42 and ras genes, and their regulators.
Second, bent and branched mutants have phe-
notypes similar to tubulin mutants or cells
treated with MT-destabilizing drugs. These
genes represent regulators of interphase MTs,
whereas others affect more specifically the MT
polarity pathways (such as the tea1 pathway;
see the following section). These mutants
are also often defective in NETO. Third,
mutants in actin and actin regulators often
have primary defects in cytokinesis, as they
cannot form the actin-based contractile ring.
However, mutants with more specific actin
defects, for instance in actin cable assembly
during interphase or in actin patch-based en-
docytosis, often form partially depolarized
dumpy, fat cells. In general, each of these sets
of mutants defines a network of functions.
In the following sections, we describe these
different modules responsible for cell polari-
zation and some of the important molecular
links between these modules.

REGULATORY MODULES CONTROLLING
CELL POLARITY IN THE FISSION YEAST

The cell polarization machinery organizes
cytoskeletal components and membrane traffic
to establish an axis of polarity. The loss of the
general polarization machinery can lead to
loss of polarity and isotropic growth, producing
round cells (or nearly round), instead of
rod-shaped cells. In this section, we briefly

Wildtype cdc2-33 orb6-25 tea1Δ tip1Δ for3Δ

Figure 2. Shape mutants. Calcofluor staining showing the normal rod shape of wild-type cells and the aberrant
elongated, round, T, curved, and dumpy shapes of cdc2-33, orb6-25, tea1D, tip1D, and for3D cells, respectively.
Bar, 5 mm.
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summarize some conserved signaling modules
in the general polarization machinery. In
general, many of the basic signaling modules
that have been characterized in budding yeast
polarity are also likely to be operating in
fission yeast, but with of course some interesting
and often significant variations.

As in many organisms, the small GTPase
cdc42p is at the core of cell polarization path-
ways in the fission yeast (Fig. 3). Regulatory
factors, cdc42p, and its effectors form a
signaling module that bears many similarities
to that of other cell types, especially Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae (refer to other articles of this
collection). In fission yeast, cdc42 is an essential
gene: Deletion of cdc42 produces small, round,
dense cells, whereas overexpression of constitu-
tively active forms leads to large round cells
(Miller and Johnson 1994). Until recently,
investigation of cdc42p-dependent processes
in fission yeast has been hindered by lack of
good conditional cdc42 mutants, which are
just beginning to be characterized.

Activation of cdc42p is controlled by two
distinct guanine exchange factors (GEFs),
scd1p and gef1p (Chang et al. 1994; Coll et al.

2003; Hirota et al. 2003). A double mutant is
lethal, whereas single deletions reveal that
scd1p is necessary primarily for polarized
growth, whereas gef1p is required for the
process of NETO. The Ras homolog ras1p acti-
vates the cdc42p module through scd1p (Chang
et al. 1994). Although ras1p is nonessential, it
is necessary for mating and for polarized
growth—S. pombe ras1 mutants are round—
and is in turn activated by distinct GEFs for
each function, ste6p and efc25p, respectively
(Hughes et al. 1990; Tratner et al. 1997;
Papadaki et al. 2002). This ras1p-scd1p-cdc42p
pathway is analogous to the Bud1p-Cdc24p-
Cdc42p pathway used in the budding yeast for
cell polarization and bud site selection. There
is some question whether ras1 itself provides a
spatial cue: ras1p is present both at the plasma
membrane and on internal membranes, but
mutants in ras1 that perturb plasma membrane
localization suggest that endomembrane local-
ization is sufficient for ras1p to control the
scd1-cdc42p pathway and polarized cell
growth (Onken et al. 2006). The key spatial
determinants may include cdc42p itself or its
GEFs, which localize to the plasma membrane
at cell tips and septum (Coll et al. 2003;
Hirota et al. 2003). Cdc42p may also be
activated in ras1p-independent ways. A Bar-
domain protein hob3p contributes to cdc42p
activation by gef1p (Coll et al. 2007). A negative
regulator, rga4p, a cdc42p GTPase activating
protein (GAP), is localized in cortical dots
along the sides of cells, at nongrowing regions
of the cell surface, and thus may spatially restrict
cdc42p activity zones (Das et al. 2007; Tatebe
et al. 2008).

One well-characterized, conserved effector
of cdc42p is the formin for3p, an actin nucleator
responsible for the assembly of actin filaments
for actin cables (Feierbach and Chang 2001;
Nakano et al. 2002). Like many formins, for3p
adopts an autoinhibited conformation that
prevents accessibility of its localization domain
or its active site. Cdc42p binding, together
with another formin-binding protein bud6p,
competes with intramolecular interaction to
relieve autoinhibition (Martin et al. 2007).
Activation of for3p allows for for3p localization

scd1p

scd2p

ras1p gef1p

hob3p

rga4p

shk1p/
orb2p

for3p
arp2/3

cdc42p

? Exocytosis

?

GTP-cdc42p

Figure 3. The cdc42p module. Schematic depiction of
cdc42p signaling in fission yeast. Active, GTP-bound
cdc42p localizes to sites of active growth and to the
division site.
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to the cell tip and actin cable assembly. Cdc42p
may also activate Arp2/3 actin nucleation
at actin patches to regulate endocytosis.
However, although mammalian pathways show
that cdc42p regulates Arp2/3 through the nucle-
ation activator WASp protein, the yeast ortho-
logues (wsp1p) lacks the predicted cdc42p
interaction domains. It is also unknown
whether and how cdc42p regulates exocytosis
in S. pombe: The exocyst complex, a well-
characterized Cdc42 effector that marks sites
of exocytosis, is not essential for cell polarization
in the fission yeast (Wang et al. 2002).

Additional polarity modules are represented
by the orb kinases. These were identified in
forward genetic screens as round-shaped
mutants (Verde et al. 1995), and interestingly
all encode kinases or their regulators (orb2/
shk1,orb3/nak1, orb4/sts5,orb5/casein kinase,
and orb6/ndr). One key cdc42p effector is the
essential Ste20-like kinase orb2p/shk1p, which
forms a complex with scd1p and cdc42p by
association with the scaffolding protein scd2p
(Chang et al. 1994). Potential downstream sub-
strates of the orb2p/shk1p kinase include the
microtubule-associated protein tea1p (see the
following section) and the rho GAP rga8p,
whose function is not clear (Kim et al. 2003;
Yang et al. 2003). Orb6p, a homolog of the
NDR/Tricornered kinase, forms complexes
with mob2p and the furry-related protein
mor2p and interacts with Lkb1/Par-4-related
kinase orb3p and its cofactor mo25p (Verde
et al. 1998; Hirata et al. 2002; Hou et al. 2003;
Kanai et al. 2005; Mendoza et al. 2005).
Although substrates of orb kinases remain to
be fully characterized, it is likely that these
kinases form important regulatory networks
that ultimately modulate cdc42p activity or
regulate downstream effectors such as formin
activity and membrane trafficking.

MICROTUBULES, THE TEA SYSTEM,
AND NETO

Microtubules contribute to polarity regulation
and shape control in fission yeast. Cells with
an abnormal interphase microtubule cytoskele-
ton still grow in a polarized way, but at aberrant

positions. For instance, mutations in tubulin
genes or in genes necessary for microtubule
biogenesis, organization, or dynamics lead to
misshapen cells that are curved or T-shaped
(Umesono et al. 1983; Hirata et al. 1998;
Radcliffe et al. 1998; Zimmerman et al. 2004).
The branched forms are especially predominant
after stress or recovery from starvation (Sawin
and Snaith 2004; Tatebe et al. 2005). Time-
lapse studies using pharmacological inhibition
of MTs showed that MTs are also needed for
efficient NETO (unpublished). Thus, these
types of studies led to a proposal that micro-
tubules function in interphase to label cell
ends as sites for cell growth.

A substantial body of literature has now
shown that one way that microtubules regulate
cell polarization is through the “tea” system
(Fig. 4A). tea1 was originally identified as a
mutant that showed morphological and
NETO defects, similar to those seen in MT
mutants (Mata and Nurse 1997). Molecular
and localization analysis revealed that tea1p, a
kelch-repeat protein, localizes to the plus ends
of MTs as well as to the cortex (Mata and
Nurse 1997; Behrens and Nurse 2002;
Feierbach et al. 2004). As tea1 mutants only
have minor defects in MT organization, tea1p
was shown to have more of a role in
MT-regulation of polarity (Mata and Nurse
1997; Behrens and Nurse 2002). Subsequent
biochemical studies identified that tea1p oper-
ates closely with a partner, tea4p (Martin et al.
2005; Tatebe et al. 2005).

These proteins are transported on growing
microtubule plus ends to cell tips, where they
are deposited as discrete “dots” at the cortex.
MT plus end localization is dependent on the
þTIP tip1p (CLIP170), which is transported
to the microtubule end by the kinesin tea2p
(Browning et al. 2000; Brunner and Nurse
2000; Browning et al. 2003; Busch et al. 2004).
The growth of the MT delivers these proteins
to the cell tip. When the microtubule ends
reach the cell tip, tip1p, tea1p, and tea4p are
somehow released at the cortex. These obser-
vations show how MT contact at the cell
cortex directs the localization of these proteins.
At the cortex, tea1p is anchored by at least
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two proteins, a prenylated membrane protein
mod5p and the tea1p-like protein tea3p
(Arellano et al. 2002; Snaith and Sawin 2003;
Snaith et al. 2005). As mod5p and tea3p locali-
zation at the tip is dependent on tea1p itself,
this suggests the existence of positive feed-
back regulation in assembling these complexes
at the membrane. These tea1/4p dots at
the cortex are stable and persist for many
minutes or hours, and even in the absence of
MTs (unpublished).

At the cortex, the tea1/4p complex is
thought to recruit directly or indirectly other
polarity factors, to initiate the construction
of large protein complexes (the polarisome)
that regulate cell polarization at the cell tips.
Consistent with this idea, tea1p fractionates in
large (45S and 75S) protein complexes in yeast
extracts (Feierbach et al. 2004). These com-
plexes may mediate actin assembly and other
aspects of cell polarization, such as membrane
trafficking. One downstream component is
the pom1p kinase (a DYRK-family protein
kinase), which shares similar functions as
tea1p in cell polarization, but also has other
roles in regulating spatial aspects of cytokinesis
and cell cycle progression (see the following
section) (Bähler and Pringle 1998; Behrens
and Nurse 2002).

A critical target of the tea1/4p complex is
the formin for3p itself. Tea4p binds for3p
directly in vitro, and forms complexes with
for3p in vivo (Martin et al. 2005). It may pri-
marily act to recruit for3p to the cell tip,
rather than regulating its autoinhibitory con-
formation. Remarkably, a tea1p-for3p fusion
that targets the formin to the new end is suffi-
cient to override cell cycle signals for inducing
bipolar growth, suggesting that formin recruit-
ment is a key event in establishment of a new site
of polarized cell growth. These studies outline a
simple model for NETO, in which microtubules
transport tea1/tea4p to cell tips, where they
recruit the formin to initiate actin assembly
and cell polarization at the new cell end (Fig. 4).

In addition to actin, many other factors are
at play for cell polarization. It is thus likely that
the tea1/4p complex has inputs into cdc42p
regulation and in aspects of membrane traffick-
ing, including endocytosis, exocytosis, and
membrane organization. Toward this point,
two other genes implicated in NETO are arf6,
which encodes a member of the Arf GTPases
involved in vesicle trafficking, and sla2/end4,
which is required for endocytosis (Castagnetti
et al. 2005; Fujita 2008). There are also likely
to be feedback loops that reinforce initial
polarities.

for3p

Actin cableActin cable

MicrotubuleMicrotubule

tip1p
tea1p

tea4p

tip1p
tea1p

tea4p

cdc42p

mod5p

tea3p

bud6p

myoV

cargo

moe1pmoe1p
mal3p

for3p

cdc42pbud6p

myoV
cargo

MicrotubuleMicrotubule

Actin cableActin cable

A B

Figure 4. Microtubule-dependent polarization. (A) Model for how the tea1/4p complex is deposited at cell ends
by microtubules and recruits the formin for3p for actin cable assembly. These in turn provide tracks for the
delivery of myosin V-driven cargoes to cell tips. (B) Microtubule-induced tea1/4p-independent polarization
at ectopic cortical sites.
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How the timing of the NETO transition in
G2 phase is regulated remains unknown. This
is unlikely to be directly controlled by the
tea1/4p complex as tea1/4p localize to both
cell ends in pre-NETO and post-NETO cells.
One hypothesis is that the formation of a
complex between the tea pathways and down-
stream components, such as the formin for3p
is a rate-limiting step. This activation certainly
could involve signaling mechanisms down-
stream of the cell cycle machinery. A require-
ment for completion of DNA synthesis
suggests that some aspect of DNA checkpoint
control could be involved. One interesting
observation is that tea4p associates with type I
phosphatases and recruits them to cell tips
(Alvarez-Tabares et al. 2007). Further, partial
loss of function of many of the kinases funda-
mental for general cell polarization leads to
monopolar growth, suggesting that NETO
may be triggered by phosphorylation events.
Two kinases in particular stand out as good can-
didates for this regulatory step. First, the pom1p
kinase may be under cell cycle control, as its
activity is low in pre-NETO G1 cells and
increases in G2 cells, but its substrate(s) for
cell morphogenesis are unknown (Bähler and
Pringle 1998; Bähler and Nurse 2001). Second,
the shk1p protein kinase can phosphorylate
tea1p directly and a hypomorphic mutation,
orb2-34, displays NETO defect similar to
tea1D (Kim et al. 2003). These two kinases
provide good entry points to study the cell
cycle regulation of NETO.

POLARITY INITIATION AT AN ECTOPIC SITE

The study of NETO has been instrumental in
defining the links between microtubules and
the polarity machinery, but admittedly, this
line of research does not really inform on
whether microtubules break symmetry. As
NETO is a process in which a cell end is acti-
vated for polarization, one could argue that
this “new end” could be already marked from
its history as a site of previous division. Thus,
there has been a question of whether micro-
tubules can initiate polarization at the cortex

at a site that has never been a site of growth or
division.

Recent studies have addressed this problem
by physically manipulating the shape of
S. pombe cells. The cell wall of fission yeast
cells is actually elastic, and thus these cells can
be bent using external forces. In these studies,
yeast cells are bent by introducing them into
small round wells or into curved chambers in
microfluidic devices (Terenna et al. 2008;
Minc et al. 2009). On the change in cell shape,
microtubule ends begin to contact the cell
sides. At these MT contact sides, polarity
factors such as tea1p or bud6p accumulate
in a microtubule-dependent manner within
seconds of MT contact. Within about
10 minutes, a mature “patch” of polarity factors
is formed. Many polarity proteins, including
the formin for3p, activated cdc42p, and actin
cables, appear in these cortical zones.
Interestingly, this effect is independent of the
tea1 pathway, but rather depends on a pathway
defined by the þTIP mal3p (EB1) and
moe1p, a protein that binds to mal3p and the
cdc42p GEF scd1p (Chen et al. 1999; Chen
et al. 2000). One plausible model is that the
MTs induce polarization through mal3p and
moe1p-dependent activation of scd1p and
cdc42p, leading to the activation of the formin
for3p. These studies thus suggest the presence
of a second pathway that connects the MTs
with for3p (Fig. 4B).

COMPETITION BETWEEN PATHWAYS THAT
POSITION SITES OF POLARIZATION

There appear to be at least three layer of
mechanisms that regulate polarization site po-
sitioning: 1) the MT/tea1/tea4 pathway, which
operates in NETO and promotes cell tip polar-
ization (Mata and Nurse 1997; Martin et al.
2005; Tatebe et al. 2005); 2) the MT/mal3/
moe1 pathway, identified as operating for polar-
ization on the cell sides in bent cells, but not
needed for NETO (Minc et al. 2009); and 3) a
“nuclear pathway” that promotes polarization
and branching off the cell side near the
nucleus in the absence of MTs (Castagnetti
et al. 2007). These competing activities are
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revealed when one or more of the others are
deleted. In cells with tea1p and intact MTs, the
tea pathway is predominant and promotes
polarization from the cell ends. Growing cell
ends also contribute to repress branching from
the sides. In the absence of tea1, the mal3/
moe1 pathway promotes MT dependent
branching at the cell sides, at sites of MT
contact. In the absence of MTs and/or the two
pathways, the cell then branches near the
nucleus using the third, as yet uncharacterized
pathway.

As normal cells have tea1p, one might
wonder why the other pathways are present.
One explanation is that these alternate pathways
for polarization could be used in particular
environmental conditions. For instance, cells
in nature that are bent by environmental
forces or by their own growth in tight spaces
could use the mal3/moe1 pathway to establish
new “free” sites of growth. Cells that lose their
MTs on cold temperatures or encounters with
natural anti-MT agents in the environment
could use the third pathway to initiate growth.
Thus, these three layers of cell polarization
mechanisms may favor yeast growth in more
wild environments.

DEFINING THE CELL MIDDLE

Another example of symmetry breaking occurs
in establishing the site of cell division for cyto-
kinesis. In this case, a medial ring-shaped corti-
cal band on the side of the rod-shaped cell is
marked in interphase as the future division
site. In mitosis, this band recruits contractile
ring components such as myosin and actin to
form the contractile ring.

Although elements of the mitotic spindle
appear to specify the cleavage furrow position
in animal cells, in fission yeast (as in some
plant cells), the position of the nucleus func-
tions as the primary spatial cue that specifies
this site. Normally, the nucleus is positioned
near the middle of the rod-shaped cells, and
an actin-based contractile ring forms at cortex
at the middle of the cell. When the nucleus is
displaced, the site of ring assembly is set at the
site of the displaced nucleus (Daga and Chang

2005; Tolic-Norrelykke et al. 2005). Interphase
cytoplasmic MTs are indirectly involved in this
process, as they are responsible for nuclear po-
sitioning (Tran et al. 2000; Tolic-Norrelykke
et al. 2005; Daga et al. 2006b). MTs attach to
the outer nuclear envelope and exert pushing
forces on the nucleus when they contact the
cell tips. It has been proposed that a balance of
these pushing forces is responsible for nuclear
centering.

Mid1p, which has some similarities to the
animal cytokinesis factor anillin, appears to be
a molecular mark responsible for ring position-
ing. mid1 mutants have profound defects in
positioning the ring (Sohrmann et al. 1996;
Chang et al. 1997). Mid1p localizes to a series
of .50 cortical dots overlying the position of
the nucleus throughout interphase (Paoletti
and Chang 2000). In early mitosis, myosin
and other contractile ring components are
recruited to these cortical structures to initiate
ring assembly (Wu et al. 2003; Motegi et al.
2004). Recent work has revealed that mid1p
actually resides at the cortex in a larger protein
complex named the “midsome,” which func-
tions not only in cytokinesis but also in cell
cycle control (see the following section)
(Fig. 5). The nucleus provides a positive
spatial signal for positioning mid1p. One
impressive demonstration of this link is that
mid1p dots continually respond to nuclear

midsome
(mid1p, cdr2p, wee1p,...)

nucleuspom1p
pom1p

Figure 5. Positive and negative signals for septum
positioning and cell cycle regulation. The medially
positioned nucleus provides positive signal for the
localization of midsome component mid1p,
whereas polarity regulators, including the kinase
pom1p, inhibit mid1p localization and septum
formation at the tips. Pom1p also negatively
regulates the midsome component cdr2p to delay
M phase entry until sufficient cell length has been
reached.
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position in a dynamic manner, and even move
with the nucleus when the nucleus moves (Daga
and Chang 2005). It has been proposed that the
nucleus may affect mid1p position in part
through a nuclear shuttling mechanism that
could effectively increase the local concentration
of mid1p in the perinuclear region (Paoletti
and Chang 2000; Almonacid et al. 2009).

In addition to the positive effect of the
nucleus, it is now apparent that negative cues
from the cell tips contribute to division site
positioning, to prevent rings from forming at
the very ends of cells (Fig. 5). In particular,
the protein kinase pom1p is a candidate nega-
tive inhibitor that resides in a gradient emanat-
ing from the cell tips. Pom1p appears to inhibit
mid1p distribution, although from only one
of the cell ends (the nongrowing cell end)
(Celton-Morizur et al. 2006; Padte et al.
2006). Pom1p also provides additional mid1-
independent inhibitory function: pom1 single
mutants display cytokinetic rings that are only
slightly offset, whereas in a mid1 pom1 double
mutant, these cells form rings at the very cell
tips (Huang et al. 2007). Although this process
is not strictly dependent on microtubules,
pom1p is indirectly localized to cell tips via
MT plus ends and the tea1/4p proteins
(Bähler and Pringle 1998). Thus, MTs may con-
tribute indirectly to both negative and positive
signals operating in cytokinesis.

REGULATION OF THE CELL CYCLE FROM
THE CELL TIPS

Polarity factors at cell tips also contribute to
regulation of cell size and the cell cycle. As
fission yeast cells grow through interphase, the
length of these cells reflects the length of the
interphase cell cycle period. It has been pre-
dicted that cells may somehow sense that they
are big enough before entering into mitosis;
however, the mechanisms for how cells sense
their own size has been elusive. Recent findings
show that the pom1p kinase, a polarity factor
that is positioned by tea1/4p and MTs at cell
tips, may act as a cell length sensor (Martin
and Berthelot-Grosjean 2009; Moseley et al.
2009). In addition to regulating cell polarity

and cytokinesis, pom1p is also a dose-
dependent inhibitor of mitotic entry that nega-
tively regulates cdr2p, an inhibitor of the cell
cycle kinase wee1p. Pom1p forms gradients
emanating from the cell tips, whereas wee1p
and cdr2p are localized (with mid1p) to the
medial midsome structures near the nucleus
(Fig. 5). In small cells, pom1p is thought to
inhibit cdr2p. As cells grow and progress
through G2, the source of the pom1p gradient
at cell ends are moved further apart and the
concentration of pom1p at the cell middle is
reduced, allowing cdr2p activation and cell
cycle progression. The model posits that cells
enter M phase at a critical cell length at which
the cell tips and the gradient of pom1p are far
enough away from the medial region.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Using the fission yeast, major progress has been
made in understanding the molecular basis of
spatial regulation. Functional cortical zones
may be delineated by the collective dynamic
interactions of microtubules, actin, and a large
number of protein complexes (as well as mem-
branes and organelles). Changes in these factors
choreograph spatial reorganization during the
different phases of the cell cycle. In these
studies, a number of basic concepts involved
in symmetry breaking have emerged:

1) Memory. Cells are rarely entirely “sym-
metric.” It is clear that fission yeast cells
remember where previous sites of growth
(at cell tips) and division sites are located,
even those from previous generations,
suggesting that there are hard-wired “his-
torical landmarks” that help to guide polar-
ization. However, cells can lose this memory
in certain conditions, for instance on star-
vation, when they then become reliant on
other spatial cues such as microtubules.

2) Microtubules. MTs modulate polarity by
transporting factors on their plus ends and
depositing them onto the cortex. MT-
associated factors then recruit the polarity
machinery, such as cdc42p and formins,
for cell polarization. These MT-based
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systems are critical for maintaining cell
shape and regulating bipolar growth. At
least two distinct pathways have been ident-
ified that connect MTs with actin assembly
through formin recruitment—the tea1/4p
complex and a novel moe1p-dependent
pathway.

3) Positive feedback. There is an important
positive feedback loop between the mecha-
nisms that shape the cell and cell shape
itself, such that fission yeast cells rarely
need to break symmetry during vegetative
growth. The rod shape of the cell helps to
orient the MTs along the long axis of the
cell. This directs the MT plus ends and its
cargoes to the cell tips, which in turn induces
polarized growth that maintains cell shape.
Additional feedbacks also certainly exist,
for instance, to amplify the signal from the
MT ends to establish a zone of polarization
at the cortex or to maintain actin organi-
zation at an established growth site.

4) Inhibitory modulators. Proper spatial
organization also requires that the cortical
zones be contained by inhibitory mecha-
nisms from neighboring domains. This is
observed in the case of tip growth, where
growing cell tips provide inhibitory signals
preventing growth at cell sides, or in the
case of cell division positioning, where cell
tips form an exclusion zone for septum
assembly.

5) Shape and size control. The basic concepts
of how shapes and sizes are determined are
still largely unknown, even in this simple
rod. However, recent evidence is beginning
to suggest how gradients of key proteins
can provide a morphogen field for size
control, even in these small single cells.

The genetic dissection and physical
manipulation of fission yeast’s simple rods has
led to the discovery of basic modules and
principles of cell morphogenesis that are also
used to shape more complex cells. For instance,
microtubules provide spatial information
for cell migration or placement of the division
site in mammalian cells; positive feedback

mechanisms are known to reinforce polarity
establishment in multiple systems; and distinct
cortical domains in epithelial cells and worm
embryos form thanks to reciprocal negative
regulations. Further dissection of the fission
yeast cell is likely to provide important novel
insights in cell morphogenesis.
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